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WaterField's Best iPhone 11 Cases Satisfy Variety of Uses and Styles
Published on 09/10/19
WaterField Designs introduces its best iPhone 11 Cases custom-sized for the new iPhone 11,
11 Pro, and 11 Pro Max. The iPhone Ranger Case is a full-grain leather holster-style case
suitable for both professional & hard-hat environments. The Fused Suede Case is a
double-layer Ultrasuede sleeve ideal for protecting the iPhone from bumps & scratches
inside a bag or pocket; and the Marqui Crossbody Pouch, a minimalist crossbody bag that
keeps the iPhone 11 and additional necessities close at hand.
San Francisco, California - WaterField Designs, a leading San Francisco manufacturer of
custom laptop sleeves, bags and cases for digital gear, introduces its best iPhone 11
Cases custom-sized for the new iPhone 11, 11 Pro, and 11 Pro Max: the iPhone Ranger Case,
a full-grain leather holster-style case suitable for both professional and hard-hat
environments; the Fused Suede Case, a double-layer Ultrasuede(R) sleeve ideal for
protecting the iPhone from bumps and scratches inside a bag or pocket; and the Marqui
Crossbody Pouch, a minimalist crossbody bag that keeps the iPhone 11 and additional
necessities close at hand all day. Each case is meticulously handcrafted in San Francisco,
California.
"We've been making custom-sized cases for the iPhone since it first launched," said
company founder Gary Waterfield. "Over the years our customers have told us how their
phones fit into their daily routines, and we use their feedback to design new cases. For
example, you can use wired earbuds while the iPhone is still in the case, and we add
pockets for storing earbuds, Air Pods, cash or a key."
The Ranger Iphone Case is a full-grain leather iPhone holster with an innovative fastener
for enhanced security and rare-earth magnets that easily attach to clothing or straps. The
hands-free case is tough enough for industrial work sites and stylish enough for
professional offices:
* Thick, naturally-tanned, black or chocolate full-grain leather ages beautifully and
scratch-free Ultrasuede(R) lining helps clean iPhone screen as phone is inserted and
removed
* Self-finding, Neodymium rare-earth magnetic attachment system fastens securely
* Award-winning Fidlock fastener closes front flap, keeping iPhone protected
* Text and call notifications remain audible with iPhone inside; bottom cut-out to connect
charging cord or earbuds
* Tapered sides ease iPhone removal; side openings grant access to volume and sleep
buttons
* Front leather pocket holds earbuds or cash and a key
The Fused Suede Case is a slim and elegant custom-fitted iPhone sleeve to protect against
bumps and scratches. Its refined simplicity and dual color options lend the sleeve a look
that sets it apart from existing iPhone case options:
* Four contrasting color combinations of fused double layer scratch-free Ultrasuede(R) ER,
an ultra-soft, lightweight, colorfast material that does not pile, stretch, or shrink, and
helps clean iPhone screen with each use
* Text and call notifications remain audible with iPhone inside; bottom cut-out to connect
charging cord or earbuds
* Stretch-mesh back pocket holds earbuds, Air Pods, cash, cards, or a key
* Six custom-fitted sizes snugly cradle iPhone 11, 11 Pro, or 11 Pro Max, either "naked"
or inside an Apple Case
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The Marquis Crossbody Pouch is a ruggedly-constructed, modern minimalist bag that merges
practicality with high fashion. The Marqui crossbody bag holds an iPhone and other
essentials so comfortably, it can be worn all day, leaving pockets liberated and
hands-free:
* Premium, full-grain leather on rugged ballistic nylon creates uncluttered, timeless look
* Front, quick-access pocket secures iPhone 11 with smooth, water-resistant YKK zipper
* Gold, rip-stop liner lights up interior making contents easy to locate
* Hidden self-locking YKK zipper fastens main compartment
* Two interior and one exterior open-topped pocket add organization
* Angled adjustable strap keeps bag comfortably flat against chest, hip, or back
* Metal camlock with attractive leather pull-tab easily tightens/loosens strap
WaterField also offers niche iPhone Cases for cyclists and for users who prefer to carry
the iPhone inside a wallet. WaterField's Cycling Ride Pouch and Cycling Club Pouch fit
into a cycling jersey pocket and allow cyclists to keep their iPhone close at hand on long
rides. WaterField's Finn Wallet and Finn Access Wallet each hold cash, cards, and an
iPhone 11, all secured with a self-locking zipper.
Pricing and Availability:
The Ranger iPhone Case is priced at only $89 (USD). There are individual custom sizes for
iPhone 11, 11 Pro, and 11 Pro Max, with or without an Apple Case. Colors & Materials
include Full-grain, naturally-tanned black or chocolate (distressed) leather. Weight: 3.2
oz.
The Fused Suede Case is priced at only $29 (USD). There are individual custom sizes for
iPhone 11, 11 Pro, and 11 Pro Max, with or without an Apple Case. Colors include Ash with
Camel interior. Camel with Ash interior. Navy with Light Blue interior. Red with Ash
interior.
Materials: Two layers of Ultrasuede(R) ER fused together. Weight: So lightweight that it
does not even register on our scale.
The Marqui Crossbody Pouch is priced at only $79 (USD). Colors and Materials include Black
ballistic nylon with full-grain leather panel in black, blue, chocolate, grey, or red. YKK
zippers: one splash-proof and one self-locking. Dimensions and weight: 8 x 5.5 x 1.25
inches; 6.5 oz.
WaterField Designs:
http://www.sfbags.com/
WaterField Handcrafted iPhone Cases:
https://www.sfbags.com/collections/iphone-cases
YouTube Video (Ranger iPhone Case Demo):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7awDRdVNFSk

WaterField Designs is an innovative San Francisco designer and manufacturer of bags and
cases for tech-savvy consumers who want to transport their technology stylishly and
responsibly. WaterField manufactures custom-fitted, high-quality cases and bags for a
full-range of laptop computers, smartphones, tablets, gaming devices, and other digital
gear. All products are manufactured to exacting standards entirely in San Francisco. More
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information at "Our Story". WaterField Designs, SFbags, Ranger Phone Case, Fused Suede
Case, Marqui Crossbody Pouch, Finn Wallet, Cycling Ride Pouch, and Club Cycling Pouch are
trademarks of WaterField Designs. Other company and product names may be trademarks of
their respective owners.
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